May 9 and on a personal note.
Leon Shull was quoted this week in P. R. to the effect that he hoped P. Ricans belonging to ADA chapters would behave "fraternally" towards each other. I want to assure him that as far as I am concerned, I bear no ill-will towards any Puerto Rican. The more they support Kennedy and ADA, the better.

I beg, however, to be excused if I am believed to feel
disturbed, with consternation, how prominent persons who were prominent in a strongly pro-Nixon party when Nixon was in power, suddenly became strongly pro-Carter, when Carter became President, and are now conducting warming-up exercises for a comeback cult into the Kennedy camp. I remain therefore, as an incurable though fraternally inclined observer.
Añadir:
Después de las primeras épocas,
una conferencia de prensa, aburrida sobre las razones que motivaron mi detención. Mi interés principal en estos días está cada año dar el máximo apoyo a la elección el próximo domingo del Sr. Ted Kennedy amigo invariable y defensor de todos los puertorriqueños.